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A B S T R A C T
Smart contracts show a high potential to make Supply Chain Management strategies epochally
leaping towards higher levels of productivity, not only in the functioning of production processes
but also in terms of product innovation and overall economic returns. This article illustrates the
principle of Income Sharing as a highly performing economic strategy for supply chains with a natural
implementation in blockchain smart contracts. It proposes a blockchain-based architecture that uses
smart contracts to implement various algorithmic versions of the Income Sharing principle among
companies participating in a supply chain. The formation of the total income and its consequent
redistribution is calculated taking into account the role of the technological platform automating these
procedures, which therefore becomes a party to the inter-company business project of a supply chain
in the alternative roles, as feasible in business practice, of Blockchain-as-a-Service and Blockchain-
as-a-Partner. The approach is implemented on Hyperledger Fabric, the most widespread platform for
private and consortium blockchains. We compare and justify this design choice with the alternative
given by public blockchains, with specific attention to Ethereum.

1. Introduction
The advent of blockchains and distributed ledgers (DLs)

has brought to the fore, in addition to cryptocurrencies,
highly innovative business models such as Decentralized
Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) and Decentralized Fi-
nance (DeFi). Although these models were designed in the
first place for virtual companies, they can be profitably
exported to the digital transformation of the traditional econ-
omy to contribute to implementing programs such as Indus-
try 4.0. For this to happen, they must be applied to business
processes inherent in brick-and-mortar companies. Supply
Chain Management (SCM) is, from this point of view, a
domain of particular interest, as it provides, on the one hand,
the basis for decentralized business ecosystems compatible
with the DAO model and, on the other hand, an essential
component in the management of the physical goods that
underlie the real economy.

In this paper, we intend to contribute to this evolution
with a general supply chain model based on the principle of
Income Sharing (IS), according to which several companies
join forces for a specific process or project as if they were a
single one, whereby the income is divided per a previously
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agreed-upon distribution scheme. This approach is more per-
forming and effective than traditional wholesale agreements,
which lack coordination among the participants in the supply
chain. Moreover, today it is all the more practicable due
to the Internet economy and the consequent availability of
platforms such as Amazon, Alibaba, Ozon, and e-Bay, which
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) can partner
with to convey their offers on markets that were unreachable
before the Internet. These platforms are particularly effective
at endowing SMEs with e-commerce, marketing, and logis-
tics functionalities essential for competing globally.

In implementing the IS model, various options for dis-
tributing income must be considered, partly due to the Inter-
net platforms’ role in supporting the supply chains. At one
end, there is the well-known and studied Revenue Sharing
(RS) [6], according to which each of the participants in
the supply chain, the platform included, bears its costs and
obtains a proportional return in the form of sales revenues.
However, other feasible options are those in which part of
the costs of the participants is borne by the originator of
the supply chain or by the platform regarding its services.
These costs are then deducted from the distribution of the
proceeds1 so that it seems appropriate to speak in this case
of Profit Sharing (PS).

1Assuming all participants are subject to the same fiscal discipline, the
distribution quotas do not depend on the level of taxation. Otherwise, the
different taxations can be reflected in the structure of alignment costs (see
Section 3.3).
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As shown in [20], criteria exist for quantifying, based
on volumes of goods handled, number of participants, and
stages of the supply chain, the preferability of the various
options for the supply chain stakeholders according to their
roles. We can assume that the option to pursue is evaluated
and negotiated on a project-by-project basis. Therefore, the
full range of options should be available in an IS imple-
mentation. Furthermore, it is not always easy to apply the
management level of the selected IS option to the supply
chains of SMEs, where trust and transparency are often
lacking. In many cases, internet platforms act as arbitrators
in proposing IS options to SMEs and manage the execution
of agreed distribution schemes. The downside, however,
is that they can favor solutions to their advantage as they
participate in income distribution.

By their deployment on blockchains or DLs, smart con-
tracts may well be a panacea for these issues. They can
be used to calculate the costs that need to be incurred by
the participating companies and thus distribute income, as
these activities can be conveniently automated, provided
that all interested parties have visibility of, and consequent
confidence in, the algorithm used for their execution. In-
ternet platforms could themselves provide Income Sharing
as an additional service, as befits their role as promoters
of economic agreements among the participants in the sup-
ply chain; by adopting Income Sharing, they would trade
decision-making arbitrariness for the fairness and trust that
derive from income distribution agreements algorithmically
executed on the blockchain, thus incurring a loss of bar-
gaining power that would be compensated by an increase
of trust in cooperative relationships. Indeed, by making the
management algorithm operate as a smart contract, we have
a stringent and satisfactory response to these requirements:
algorithmic automation substantially mitigates the costs and
complications deriving from an additional level of human
management that would otherwise be necessary, and trans-
parency resulting from deployment on blockchain or DL
ensures the trustability of such automated management layer.

The Income Sharing platform is the first recipient of
criteria of choice between Incoming Sharing schemes, as
its provision is chargeable according to various options.
Therefore, this article focuses on explaining and articulating
the economic aspects of using a blockchain-based Income
Sharing platform and associating them with choice criteria
ranging from Revenue Sharing to Profit Sharing. These cri-
teria are transferable in future developments to an expanded
platform to support further aspects of service to a production
chain, such as marketing, e-commerce, and logistics. Thus,
our effort goes toward laying the foundations for an inter-
company information system architecture that finds a natural
application in supply chains and, more generally, business
ecosystems. Specifically, our approach treats SCM itself as
a supply chain component. We will demonstrate how such
an SCM component fits with Revenue Sharing by being
realized as Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS), a well-known
model studied in the blockchain community [36]. We will

also introduce the model Blockchain-as-a-Partner (BaaP)
and demonstrate its realization with Profit Sharing.

Keeping in mind that IS is a general scheme that groups
the more specific options provided by RS and PS, engi-
neering the optimal IS should provide core functionalities
amenable to specialization. To this end, we design a modular
architecture by leveraging an algorithmic basis encompass-
ing all viable options. We illustrate its implementation on
Hyperledger Fabric, the most successful platform for im-
plementing private/consortium blockchains, and highlight
the advantages of this choice over a public blockchain such
as Ethereum. The reasons in favor of Fabric rather than
Ethereum extend more generally to opting for private/con-
sortium vs. public blockchains. The evidence we will bring
to support goes beyond the usual considerations relating
to privacy in managing information, which undoubtedly
represents a point in favor of the private option. Even more
crucial is that public blockchains do not lend themselves
to models in which the economic role of the blockchain
must be commensurate with the specific needs of an inter-
organizational entrepreneurial project as a supply chain is.
However, a relationship with public blockchains can be
established if necessary through hybrid (i.e., private + pub-
lic) blockchains, according to an increasingly widespread
approach [45, 7, 16].

The contribution of this article builds on the two pre-
vious works, [4] and [5], which illustrated, respectively:
the implementability on the blockchain of a smart contract
corresponding to the Revenue Sharing algorithm, which is
one of the possible options for the general method of Income
Sharing; and the transferability of the implementation of [4],
carried out on Ethereum, to consortium distributed ledgers
as buildable through Hyperledger Fabric.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After
providing extensive background in Section 2, we present
a motivating scenario and a general description of our ap-
proach in Section 3, also providing details about the specific
calculations of income sharing. Then, Section 4 illustrates
our proposal for flexible management of smart contracts
through the specific options relative to financing the sup-
ply chain and sharing income and draws out the processes
by which participants cooperatively introduce the informa-
tion needed to run the selected algorithm, illustrating them
with examples of concrete interactions. Finally, Section 5
presents related work and discusses implementation choices
and trade-offs, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background
The video rental market acted as an incubator for the first

uses of Revenue Sharing in the late 1990s, through the efforts
of Blockbuster, then the industry leader, to exploit it to
stimulate a steady growth in revenues, as described by Dana
and Spier in [12]. It was then systematically investigated in
the seminal article by Cachon and Lariviere [6]. An early
study involving an Internet platform in the set-up and run of
an RS supply chain is provided by Wang et al. [41], aimed
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at investigating the effect of RS on the performance of a
sales channel where a supplying company uses Amazon for
e-retail and logistics, thus finding out that performance, both
of the overall channel and the individual firm, depend on
demand price elasticity as well as on the retailer’s share
of the channel cost. Qian et al. [35] provides a case study
in the Chinese dairy sector, where several structural prob-
lems, including an unbalanced allocation of profits along
the supply chain in favor of retailers (supermarkets) and to
the disadvantage of farmers and producers, are addressed by
applying the influential three-stage RS model by Giannoc-
caro and Potrandolfo [19], with an increase in the overall
profitability of 12.49%. The algorithmic RS methodology
provided by Tononi et al. [38] is the cornerstone of the
architecture described here, mainly because it lends itself
easily to implementation and is at the same time highly
modular and flexible so that variations such as Profit Sharing
can be straightforwardly integrated, as will be detailed in
Section 3.4. Moreover, it explicitly addresses the problem
of trust by giving the best results if the supply chain par-
ticipants are discouraged from showing production costs
higher than the real ones, and none enjoys economic and
informative privileges. For these reasons, it perfectly fits
with blockchains and DLs.

In the agricultural sector, the practical application of this
methodology, albeit in a phase of pre-operational technolog-
ical development, i.e., at the simulation level, was among the
results of the LEMURE (Logistics integrates MUltiagent for
SME networks) Project.2 Focused on the tomato processing
chain, it enjoyed improvements of up to 17% in overall
profitability. Its full-fledged implementation in the form of
a smart contract operating on blockchain/DL technologies is
one of the objectives of the project WEBEST (Wine EVOO
Blockchain Et Smart ContracT).3

On the Profit Sharing side, Çanakoğlu and Bilgic [46]
analyze the performance over multiple periods of a two-stage
telecommunications supply chain consisting of an operator
and a vendor and, for optimization purposes, suggest a PS
contract in which companies share both revenues and oper-
ating costs. Wei and Choi [43] illustrate an industrial practice
of PS in the apparel sector, based on which they explore
the use of a wholesale pricing and profit-sharing scheme for
coordination of the supply chain according to the criteria
of mean-variance. Both of these contributions are part of
the background used by Gong et al. [20] to define selection
criteria between RS and PS depending on the characteristics
of the supply chain and the role of the participants.

As shown in the following sections, there is a direct
congruence between Revenue Sharing and the technological
and economic concept of Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS),
widely known and systematized in the blockchain commu-
nity [36]. Less investigated is the case of Blockchain-as-a-
Partner (BaaP), in which the service provider participates

2Funded by Ministry of Research with Law 297/99, grant agreement
2007/32458.

3Funded by the Italian Ministry of Research under the PRIN program:
Research Projects of Relevant National Interest – Call 2020.

in the business risk of a supply chain project by anticipat-
ing or sharing the costs of other participants. Yet, it is a
realistic option in an SCM context: think, for example, of
a bank that operates both as a provider of the blockchain-
based coordination platform and as a lender for the costs
associated with its use. As regards both BaaS and BaaP,
the fact that centrally organized entities, like banks and e-
commerce platforms, provide access to decentralized tech-
nologies such as blockchains and DLs is neither paradoxical
nor contradictory. On the contrary, it can be attributed to
the recognition that decentralizing, automating, and making
decisions transparent pays off through higher returns for all
participants in the supply chain.

Initiatives such as FoodTrust [2] and TradeLens [1]
provide examples of this flexibility in the interplay between
centralized and decentralized worlds. In both cases, software
giant IBM teamed up with leaders in large-scale distribution
such as Carrefour and Walmart as well as in transport
logistics such as Maersk in implementing blockchain-based
platforms aimed at strengthening and streamlining certifi-
cation and documentation practices in both sectors. Other
companies then extended these partnerships through various
agreements with the platforms’ originators.

Compared to these efforts, which are limited to im-
proving the quality of processes, our framework makes a
quantum leap in two respects: it goes straight to the heart of
the mechanisms behind income generation and it provides
methods for calculating and comparing the returns deriving
from the various optimizations. Therefore, the supply chain
optimizations given by Revenue Sharing and Profit Sharing,
provide the background for the formalizations and imple-
mentations that will be illustrated in the next sections. For
clarity’s sake, we summarize them as follows:

• Revenue Sharing: the sharing of costs equitably and
proportionally among the participants in the supply
chain with the postponement of the returns deriving
from internal orders at the time of redistribution of the
proceeds deriving from the sale of the product/service
on the market;

• Profit Sharing: pushing the principle of postpone-
ment of returns characteristic of Revenue Sharing
further on through the anticipation or financing by one
of the participants of the costs, in whole or in part, of
other participants.

It follows that the different Profit Sharing options can
be seen as variations of the primary mechanism of Revenue
Sharing; we refer to this set of options, including the basic
one of Revenue Sharing, as Income Sharing, a concept that
thus generalizes both Revenue Sharing and Profit Sharing.

On the entrepreneurial level, there can be various reasons
behind the choice of Profit Sharing: from the returns deriving
from financing operations to the facilitation in the creation of
supply chains with high commercial capacity that may not be
formed due to lack of financial means of some of the partic-
ipants. The entrepreneurial risk of Profit Sharing is greater
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Set up supply chain Procure products Share incomeMarket products

Figure 1: The process architecture at large

than that of Revenue Sharing. While in one case, negative
economic returns are reflected only in the impossibility of
recovering one’s costs, in the other, they also imply losses
deriving from financial exposure.

3. A view on supply chain management
Figure 1 depicts a standard map of the processes involved

in a supply chain [15]. Our approach concerns the first and
the last stage in the chain (colored in blue in the figure):
(1) the building up of the supply chain, during which the
criteria determining the demands, prices, costs, production
means, and income sharing are defined, and (2) the sharing
of the income. The production and marketing stages in
between are out of the scope of this paper.

Note that the beginning stage is critical, as it involves
decisions (the selection of the core criteria, the setting of the
income sharing scheme. and the subsequent assembly of the
chain) that have a reentrant effect on the ex-post phase

In the remainder of this section, we introduce a motivat-
ing scenario and provide a high-level view of the Income
Sharing approach, highlighting service providers’ special
role. We then detail an algorithmic methodology for Income
Sharing and show how it fits with instances of Revenue
Sharing and Profit Sharing, as well as of BaaS and BaaP.
3.1. A motivating scenario

In many production environments, behind every product
and service, several companies are dedicated to the different
activities which, together, are necessary to translate primary
resources into a product or service, such being, indeed, the
essence of supply chains. In a productive sector comprised
of various SMEs, such as the agri-food area, the contribution
of the individual companies is fundamental. However, the
operational capacity of the chains they participate in implies
a higher level of complexity. Problems and decisions may
require the whole consortium to be involved since a single
company may be unable to solve them. Therefore, solving
the problems of chain management and integration becomes
fundamental to making them increasingly efficient [15].

For example, agri-food chains are plagued by problems
such as the sharp rise in the prices of primary production and
excessive intermediation. These issues are tightly connected.
One typically observes a lack of both “vertical” and “hori-
zontal” coordination. The former refers to the relationship
between supplier and customer, and the latter to the cooper-
ation between suppliers of the same resource. However, the
low level of integration is, in turn, caused by the difficulty
of finding a company that can effectively and authoritatively
cover the role of central coordinator among the SMEs in the
chain [37]. “Authoritative” here means to be able to constrain
the behavior of all the involved companies to make them

act in the general interest of the chain. We present a system
implementing the IS approach to provide an answer to this
problem.

The LEMURE project cited above implemented and
applied the Revenue Sharing algorithm (part of the IS ap-
proach, see Section 3.4) to an agri-food chain for products
ready for consumption. The supply chain included a partner
dedicated to transforming and processing several raw mate-
rials (tomatoes, oil, spices) from multiple suppliers. The pro-
duction chain also involved elements for packaging coming
from other suppliers. The final products were distributed on
the market at a price computed in response to the demand.

In the context of a decentralized coordination approach
based on the Revenue Sharing algorithm, the production
chain was defined by aggregating the costs of the produc-
tion process (variable costs, fixed costs, production, time
of recurrence, and the bill of material) [38]. The solution
to optimizing the supply chain relied on constrained linear
programming. Data were represented with a matrix struc-
ture so that the chosen formulations could be generalized
regardless of the length or width of the supply chain under
analysis. Similarly, several parameters were used, functional
to the definition of the production process as above, and
others were defined concerning the income sharing phase
(negotiated quota, price, demand of the final product).

The approach thus illustrated is pre-operational, as it
does not foresee the costs of the organizational/technological
structures necessary to implement the computable optimiza-
tions in a real-world supply chain. There are several ways
to achieve such an implementation. The most practiced one
is when an economically predominant organization elevates
itself to the role of implementor and actuator; the burden
thus assumed pays back through the authority that goes
with it and all the resulting imbalances in contractual and
managerial power. Another is to create a human manage-
ment structure shared by the companies participating in
the supply chain, a substantially impracticable route due
to the inevitable negotiation delays and the implementa-
tion complications that would ensue. The technologically
innovative way illustrated in [4, 5] hinges, instead, on the
automation of management functions through a blockchain-
based platform, with costs flexibly shareable according to
various schemes. This solution also prevents weight and
power imbalances beyond each participant’s objective and
transparent economic contribution, as contractually defined
and provided. In the following sections, we resume the
algorithmic treatment of previous publications, enriching it
with an essential element, viz., to what extent the cost of
the technological platform affects the supply chain’s overall
performance. The treatment of this aspect lends itself to a
variety of implementations, laying the foundation for a gen-
eralization of the Revenue Sharing paradigm to the broader
one of Income Sharing, which includes, among its variants,
Revenue Sharing and various versions of Profit Sharing.
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3.2. Revenue Sharing
Revenue Sharing provides a basic version of Income

Sharing because it requires minimal assumptions regarding
the underlying organizational structure. We recall here the
characteristics of the RS algorithm, revisiting its description
in [4]. The algorithm leverages a series of matrices associ-
ated with the supply levels that set up the chain description.
In this view, the supply chain is rooted in the request from an
originator, who advertises the need for several intermediate
products and services in given quantities. When a request is
announced, available and interested suppliers (forming a set
𝑀) tender to provide the necessary products and services
(collectively called resources, in a set 𝐾), also relying on
other suppliers of resources that precede them in the process.

This establishes a hierarchy of levels, ending with suppli-
ers of raw materials or basic services that are self-sufficient
to satisfy a request. We denote levels with an integer 𝑖 ∈
𝐼 = [0, 𝑛+1]. In a multi-level structure (𝑛 ≥ 2), resources
to be provided to the higher level (𝑖−1) may need other
resources from the lower level (𝑖+1). We adopt the following
conventions: we assign the level 0 to the market where the
final product is sold, we use the levels from 1 to 𝑛 to describe
the actual producers and their products, descending the
hierarchy (i.e., following the supply chain) down to suppliers
of raw material, and assign the level 𝑛+1 to services of
various nature, typically involved with the management of
IT platforms, or with financing the consortium.

Note that a supplier could operate at different levels by
supplying different resources. For example, a farmer could
provide fodders for animals to a breeder and vegetable rennet
for cheese production in a cheese production process. The
structure at the basis of the supply chain is thus represented
as a relation SCS ⊆ 𝐼 × 𝐾 × 𝑀 . Concerning the previous
example, the farmer will be involved in the chain at two
levels, each provision being represented by a specific node
in the chain. The farmer will then receive quotas according
to the type of resource and the quantity supplied. Indeed, as
discussed in [38], the construction of the chain is driven by
the product resource rather than by supplier identity.

We assume 𝐾 and 𝑀 to be finite non-empty sets, so that
we can map every 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 and every 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 to an integer in
the intervals [0, |𝐾|−1] and [0, |𝑀|−1], respectively.

In other words, each item in SCS can be identified with
the triple indices (𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑚), where 𝑖 corresponds to the level,
𝑘 the resource type in a specific level, and 𝑚 the supplier of
the resource 𝑘 at level 𝑖. We shall also use the (𝑖, 𝑘) pair to
identify the provision of resource type 𝑘 at level 𝑖, that is,
such that there exists 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 for which (𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑚) ∈ SCS.

In order to create a request, the originator provides the
following parameters:
𝑑 ∈ ℕ : demand of the final product from the market;
𝑝 ∈ ℝ+ : price;
BOM𝑖,𝑘 ∈ ℝ+ : the Bill of Material, maping each type of

resource 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 in the supply chain at each level 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼
in which 𝑘 appears to a quantity – that is, the ratio of
the contribution of 𝑘 to the final product.

The originator can set upper bounds to the number of types
of resources to be used (ress ∈ ℕ, so that 𝑘 ≤ ress), the
number of levels (levs ∈ ℕ, hence 𝑖 ≤ levs), and the number
of participating suppliers (sups ∈ ℕ, with 𝑚 ≤ sups).

A supplier 𝑚 contributing a resource of type 𝑘 (at a
certain level 𝑖) must in turn characterise its contribution with
various parameters: cf𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 ∈ ℝ+: fixed production cost;
cv𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 ∈ ℝ+: variable production cost; q𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 ∈ ℝ+: quantity
of provided resource; tp𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 ∈ ℝ+: time span to cover cost
(in days); g𝑖,𝑘 ∈ ℝ+: income quota (negotiated with other
suppliers of 𝑘 at level 𝑖).
3.3. Services and investors

In the previous section, we have outlined the input data
provided by a supplier, generally summarised in the produc-
tion costs of the supply chain partner. The IS framework pro-
vides for the computation and management of such data to
an IT platform, made possible by blockchain/DL and smart
contracts, which enables IS automation in a real context.
Hence, we need to consider the role of agents whose function
is not only (or not at all) productive but also involves the
provision or financing of the IT service, and see how this
is reflected in the originator’s configuration of the supply
chain, costs, and returns.

In particular, coordination via an IT platform leads us to
considering three scenarios in the Income Sharing model:

(1) the distribution of the costs of IT services among all
partners: this option coincides with Revenue Sharing,
with the blockchain made available in BaaS mode;

(2) the charge of the costs of IT services to the originator,
which corresponds to a form of Profit Sharing and is
itself compatible with BaaS; or

(3) the presence of a new entity for the supply chain in
BaaP mode: the IT platform provider. The latter shares
both the risk and the final profit of the supply chain,
thus implementing another form of Profit Sharing.

Thus, in all cases, we have a way of computing costs
and returns in choosing various organizational and economic
variants of Income Sharing. In case the platform acts as an
external service provider (scenario 1), hence not involved
in the production aspect of the chain (as in scenarios (2)
and (3)), members of the chain have to bear costs related
to aligning themselves to the new process. These alignment
costs are then computed and indicated here as cAll.

In the RS algorithm, the aim of the alignment matrix is
threefold:

(i) alignment of quality characteristics;
(ii) product innovation; and

(iii) process innovation (our case).
When the alignment cost occurs, then the 𝑚 member will
receive, from thew overall proceeds, its compensation as a
recovery for these costs.
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3.4. Computation of quotas
Based on the structure described in Section 3.2, the

algorithm to calculate a fair configuration of Income Sharing
(once the final price is realized on the market) proceeds in
five steps, that we recap here from [4, 5].
Step 1: For (𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑚) ∈ SCS, the associated cost c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 is
computed as follows:

c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 =
cf𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

tp𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 ⋅ q𝑖,𝑘,𝑚
+ cv𝑖,𝑘,𝑚. (1)

Step 2: The value of cmin
𝑖,𝑘 is calculated as the minimum

advertised cost c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 among all suppliers for each resource
𝑘 at layer 𝑖.

cmin
𝑖,𝑘 = min

{𝑚∈𝑀∶(𝑖,𝑘,𝑚)∈SCS}

(

c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚
)

. (2)

Step 3: R, the gross income, is computed on the basis of
the price (𝑝) and quantity of products established by the
originator. Representing with𝑚 the request advertised by the
originator, we have the following:

R = 𝑝 ⋅
∑

𝑚∈𝑀
q0,0,𝑚. (3)

The share PL𝑘 of revenues to assign to the group of suppliers
for resource 𝑘 and the total revenue at level 𝑖, PL𝑖, are
computed as follows:

PL𝑖 =
∑

𝑘∈𝐾
PL𝑖,𝑘, with PL𝑖,𝑘 = 𝑑 ⋅ cmin

𝑖,𝑘 ⋅ BOM𝑖,𝑘. (4)

The overall total revenue, PL, follows:
PL =

∑

𝑖∈𝐼
PL𝑖. (5)

The share of revenues, PL𝑖,𝑘,𝑚, is calculated for each
supplier 𝑚 of the resource 𝑘 at layer 𝑖 using a coefficient
𝑓𝑖,𝑘,𝑚, reflecting the contribution of quantity q𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 with
respect to the sum of contributions for resource 𝑘:

PL𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 = PL𝑖,𝑘 ⋅ 𝑓𝑖,𝑘,𝑚, with 𝑓𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 =
𝑞𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

∑

𝑚∈𝑀
q𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

. (6)

Step 4: The overall profit of the supply chain is calculated
keeping into consideration so-called alignment costs, i.e.,
the extra-costs that some suppliers of the resource 𝑘 might
have incurred with respect to the minimum cost, cmin

𝑖,𝑘 . These
are typically related to costs required by strongly innovative
production processes or investments to keep up with the
expected quality standards for the supplied resource. To this
end, the parameter cs

𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 equates to the minimum advertised
cost if the advertised one is higher than that, or 0 otherwise
(this deters suppliers from exposing costs due to inefficien-
cies of their processes). The individual (cAll𝑖,𝑘,𝑚) and total
(cAll) alignment costs are calculated as follows:

cAll =
∑

(𝑖,𝑘,𝑚)∈SCS
cAll𝑖,𝑘,𝑚, with (7)

cAll𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 =
PL𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

cmin
𝑖,𝑘

(

c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚−cs
𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

)

and (8)

cs
𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 =

{

cmin
𝑖,𝑘 if c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 > cmin

𝑖,𝑘
0 otherwise.

We can now subtract these costs from the total income,
before proceeding to calculate the sharing of the net income.
Hence, denoting with PC the net profit chain, with R and PL
calculated at step 3, and cAll as above, we have the following:

PC = R − PL − cAll. (9)
Step 5: For each participant, the PC𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 share is established
based on the quotas of resources provided by each supplier,
with respect to each resource 𝑘, based on previously negoti-
ated requirements g𝑖,𝑘, under the following constraint:

∑

𝑖∈𝐼
𝑘∈𝐾

g𝑖,𝑘 = 1.

We denote with 𝐺 the matrix consisting of g𝑖,𝑘 elements for
every 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 .

Then, each partner receives a specific revenue profit
PC𝑖,𝑘,𝑚, calculated considering the income quota g𝑖,𝑘 (nego-
tiated for every resource) and the specific supplied quantity
f𝑖,𝑘,𝑚. To this end, we use the following formula:

PC𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 = f𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 ⋅ g𝑖,𝑘 ⋅ PC. (10)
Following the scenarios described in Section 3, we now

consider the case in which an external service provider
supplies the IT platform. Then, the alignment cost can be
borne by the originator or divided among all the partners.

This means that c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 > cmin
𝑖,𝑘 and that the 𝑚 member

should receive the following compensation for the alignment
costs:

cAll𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 =
PL𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

cmin
𝑖,𝑘

⋅
(

c𝑖,𝑘,𝑚−cs
𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

)

. (11)

Figure 2 shows the distribution of revenues for the spe-
cific supply chain in the use case of the LEMURE project
(see Section 2) in the presence of a platform that acts as a
service for the chain; this corresponds to Blockchain-as-a-
Service, in the use of the blockchain for the automation of
the Income Sharing. In this case, the alignment cost is split
among all partners. The costs are divided according to the
agreed quotations for income redistribution.

At this stage, the 𝑖, 𝑘, and 𝑚 indexes are configured
depending on whether the originator or all partners bear the
costs. When only the originator provides this cost, assuming
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Figure 2: Revenue distribution when the platform is included
in the consortium

that the originator is the second provider (𝑚 = 2) of resource
𝑘 = 1 at the first level of the chain (𝑖 = 1), we have:

cAll1,1,2=
PL1,1,2

cmin
1,1

(

c1,1,2−cs
1,1,2

)

. (12)

This would be the only value different from 0 in the cAll
matrix. If all partners cover the cost of the IT platform
provider instead, then Equation 11 is applied for each node
in the chain. If the IT platform provider is a member of
the chain, it takes part of the profit as described in [20]
with a specific income quota. In the revenue sharing model
presented in [5], the 𝐺 matrix is used to express the cutting
ratio of the different resource providers.

Suppose now that a third-party IT provider joins the
consortium. As the matrix indexing scheme is flexible, it
can manage new partners, whether in the production chain
or at the service level (as in this case, with an IT platform
provider). The IT platform provider is not product-oriented.
Therefore, following the approach described in [38], the
most suitable solution is to add a final “third party” level
under level 𝑛. This extra level impacts the 𝐺 matrix, where
the negotiated requirements are stored. The IS algorithm
and the related blockchain implementation can thus easily
support the configuration change with a third-party provider
simplifying the overall approach and the management of the
order request, speeding up working time compared to the
other usual collaboration agreements. In this case, we have a
new partner with costs related to providing the IT platform,
who also participates in sharing the income. Figure 3 shows
the revenue distribution in this setting.

In all cases, we have a rigorous methodology available to
calculate different Income Sharing options, included in the
spectrum that goes from Revenue Sharing to Profit Sharing,
that can be associated, as appropriate, with the economic and
organizational models deriving from BaaS and BaaP.

4. Smart contracts for Income Sharing
We now provide an overall view of our implementation

of a system for flexible management of smart contracts for
supply chains, based on Income Sharing. First, Section 4.1
presents the modular software architecture for IS deploy-
ment, where its various options, as well as the role of the
coordination platform in ranging from BaaS to BaaP, can

Figure 3: Revenue distribution when the platform is external
to the consortium

Figure 4: The conceptual model for the data structure sup-
porting income sharing

immediately and concretely be placed. Then, Section 4.2
presents data structures and aspects of its implementation
within Fabric, a framework for implementing distributed
ledgers for private consortia, part of the Hyperledger soft-
ware ecosystem promoted by the Linux foundation [43].
4.1. A modular perspective on contracts

Figure 4 presents a conceptual model of the architecture
of our system, supporting separation of concerns between
the description of the production organisation in a supply
chain, and that of its economical structure. The produc-
tion model is centred on the notions of Resource, Supply,
and ProductionProfile, while the economical structure is
realised by modeling each ProductionSupplier for a given
Supply in terms of an EconomicProfile.

A supply chain is uniquely associated with the Request

put forward by an originator, and is structured as a col-
lection of TreeLevels. In particular, a request is described
by attributes corresponding to the parameters discussed
in Section 3 (i.e., 𝑝 for price, 𝑑 for demand, etc.). Each
ProductionTreeLevel describes the resources needed to real-
ize a semi-finished product to be used at the level above, up
to the finished product to be sold on the market. Each type
of resource is characterized by a name, a quota of income
to be reserved for the overall production of that resource,
the Bill of Material (BOM) describing its contribution to the
production, and a list detailing how it will be supplied.

We assume that a supply chain outputs just one type of
product (possibly comprised of packaging several products)
for the market. This product is seen as described by a request,
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conceptually thought to be at level 0, thus constituting the
root for the tree representation of the supply chain.

The final level is complemented by the information at
the only instance of ServiceLevel, describing Services of
different types, each provided by a ServiceProvider. We
currently envisage that the platform can give access to
FinancialServices, the provider of which is an investor
expecting the investment amount to be remunerated at an
income ratio. Other types of service are generic ITServices,
among which the platform itself, identified by a service-
Name, accessed through a URI, and exposing a cost towards
the consortium.

Since the model is agnostic concerning its implemen-
tation, we use the dummy type number to indicate that the
value is numerical. This corresponds to the type number in
an Ethereum implementation (see [4]), or to floats or integers
in a TypeScript/JSON implementation (see [5]).

The model of Fig. 4 caters to a flexible and extensible
realization of consortium supply chains, where the choice of
either the Profit Sharing or the Revenue Sharing scheme is
orthogonal to the definition of the productive structure. The
economy descriptors in the EconomyProfile can be used in
either scheme to evaluate costs, with the actual remuneration
depending on the chosen scheme. The same applies to IT
Services, which are characterized by alignment costs for the
whole consortium. Investors will be remunerated according
to the requested ratio on their investment (the latter is also
seen as an alignment cost).

Therefore, the actual computation of the amount to be
assigned to each participant will consider the whole structure
of costs so that the difference between the two currently
supported schemes corresponds to either decreasing the
income by costs or not. It is immediate to notice that this
calls for a realization of the Strategy pattern [17] so that
the inclusion of a different scheme reduces to providing a
different strategy for the scheme and if needed, descriptors
in the AdditionalEconomy structure usable in that scheme.
4.2. Interaction with smart contracts

We now discuss some aspects of smart contract imple-
mentation in Fabric, and give an overview of how partici-
pants in a supply chain consortium would interact with the
platform through interfaces for the specific roles of origina-
tor, supplier, IT provider, and finance provider (investor).

To deploy a smart contract to an active Fabric node
in a production environment, a specific procedure must be
performed, typically by executing a script directly on one of
the Fabric peers that use the contract.

If the peer is deployed as a Docker container, as is
standard practice, then it can be accessed through standard
communication protocols, such as SSH, to update smart
contract files and execute commands via Command Line In-
terface (CLI). Fig. 5 shows the status of the Docker container
for deploying our system.

In particular, from top to bottom in Fig. 5, we have a
“tools" node for interacting in the Fabric network through the
CLI, two peers (constituting the network), an orderer node,

and three “CA" (certificate Authority) nodes, one for each
peer plus another one for the orderer node.

We have adopted a simplified procedure for deploying
smart contracts in our test set, and deployed it on all network
nodes. In general, however, deployment is limited to the
CLI of the interested nodes and does not involve the whole
network. The deploy command is parametric with respect
to the language in which the contract is coded, the contract
name with which it will be encoded, and the path leading to
the files with the contract code.

The deployment procedure, also known as chaincode
lifecycle, occurs in four steps and includes activities such
as naming, versioning, policy definitions, etc.

1. Code packaging: the contract code files are packed
into a compressed (.tar.gz) file to be deployed on a
Fabric peer. To this end, using Fabric SDK dedicated
commands is the easiest solution, but external tools
can also be used. If an external packing tool is em-
ployed, the file must be well-formed regarding config

files, naming, etc.
2. Chaincode installation: an admin peer builds the

packed code into a chaincode and installs it on the
channel. If no error occurs, the chaincode ID is given
as a result. Otherwise, an error message is returned.

3. Chaincode definition approval: organizations inter-
ested in using the chaincode need to approve its def-
inition, which includes chaincode-related parameters
that must be consistent through organizations, such
as name, version number, contract ID, endorsement
policy, and init procedure.

4. Chaincode definition commit: once the chaincode
definition is approved, it can be committed on the
channel. To this end, a transaction proposal has to be
approved and finally committed by the orderer node.

The Fabric sample network contains an example of
an automated script, using the deployCC function in the
network.sh script. It executes the deployment on a test setup
made by two peers bounded by a single channel. A chaincode
update can also be performed using the procedure above:
new code is packed into a .tar.gz file, then uploaded and
installed. The final commit updates the chaincode ID in the
chaincode definition.

We now turn to aspects of our realization, which is com-
posed of three software modules: the smart contract, coded
in TypeScript (see Fig. 6a); a set of APIs developed with
TypeScript and NodeJs (see Fig. 6b); and a Web application
developed with Angular (see Fig. 6c).

In particular, the module realising the overall smart
contract (see Fig. 7a) invokes five submodules, each one
corresponding to one of the steps illustrated in Section 3.4.
As an example, Fig. 7b shows the realisation of the first step.

Figure 8 illustrates the logical structure of the platform’s
main system components. The smart contract (SupplyChainSC)
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Figure 5: The state of the Docker container after deployment.

(a) The SC module (b) The API module (c) The WebApp
module

Figure 6: The content of the modules composing the applica-
tion

(a) The SC contract

(b) The implementation of the first step
Figure 7: Aspects of the smart contract implementation

runs on the chain (at a HyperLedgerFabricNode). Trans-
actions are submitted via the API we realized to convey
requests and responses through the Gateway. As the system
is blockchain-based, users employ Wallets to transact with it.
SCWebApp is the Web-based user interface, i.e., the front-
end with which all users interact.

The UML sequence diagram in Figure 9 depicts the
handling of a user request. Upon the input of the Participant

Figure 8: The component diagram of the system

defined as a request via SCWebApp, the API component
checks whether the user has the necessary authorizations to
file their request. If this the case, the Gateway forwards the
user input to the HyperLedgerFabricNode, thus triggering
the SupplyChainSC. The outcome of the operation is finally
returned to the Participant via the user interface.

Figure 9: The interaction of the system components

As discussed before, we assume that the choice of the
user configuration of the platform has been made offline dur-
ing negotiations for forming the consortium. Therefore, the
originator has two tasks: (1) to define the overall constraints
(e.g., the number of levels) and the top level of the productive
structure (i.e., the types of resources and relative quantities
to obtain the end product); and (2) to set the platform to
operate under the agreed options (Profit or Revenue Sharing,
presence of an investor, required IT services).

Figure 10 shows the form for the specification of the
properties characterizing a request. The form is integrated
with a dashboard to set options on the sharing scheme and
the presence of external services (see Fig. 11). In particular,
the latter lists the possible actions a user can perform on the
supply chain tree to add new elements to the structure. The
last command starts the execution of the revenue sharing
algorithm on the actual supply chain.

Once these options have been chosen, each participant
in the system is presented with an interface to enter values
for the parameters required by the selected configuration.
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Figure 10: The form for the specification of the request
properties

Figure 11: The dashboard for the configuration of the consor-
tium structure

Typically, the interface provides a field for every descriptor
in the production and economy profiles (possibly including
the additional economy descriptors) to be set by the supplier.

Figure 12 presents the interface for a supplier of a semi-
finished product (i.e., at an intermediate level in the supply
chain). It consists of a form divided into three main sections:
in the first section, suppliers can insert data identifying their
contribution, while the second one defines the economic
profile related to that supply, declaring fixed and variable
costs. The last section must be filled with the production data
(supplied quantity and period of cost recurrence).

Figures 13 and 14 show the interfaces that allow the
user to define financial and IT services, respectively. Some
descriptors are common to all types of service (e.g., name,
ID of the service as a URL, and ID of the provider as a URI).
In addition, financial services are defined by the invested
amount of money and the cutting ratio, IT services by their
cost and the URL for access.

When all the suppliers and providers have uploaded
their information, the resulting supply chain structure can
be stored in a form specified by the JSON scheme of List-
ing 1 (edited here for the sake of readability). Each class is
represented as a structure, scoped by a pair of curly brackets,
while square brackets surround lists of elements with a given
structure. Numerical types are considered to be implemented
as float (associated with the default ‘0.0’) or integers (for

Figure 12: The interface for the product supplier

Figure 13: The interface for providers of financial services

Figure 14: The interface for providers of IT services
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Listing 1: An excerpt of the JSON descriptor for the case at
hand

1 {

2 "id": 1, "originator": "LEMURE", "k": 3, "m": 2, "requestedProduct": "Tomato box",

3 "d": 5040, "p": 8, "i": 3,

4 "levels": [

5 { "level": 1, "resources": [

6 { "resource": "Tomato box", "bom": 0, "g": 0.25, "supplyList": [

7 { "supplierData": { "supplierName": "London Grocery",

8 "supplierId": "http://www.london -grocery.uk" },

9 "economicProfile": { "cf": 0.02, "cv": 0.002, "additionalData": {

} },

10 "productionProfile": { "q": 5040, "tp": 1 } } ] } ] },

11 { "level": 2, "resources": [

12 { "resource": "Mid -transformed products", "bom": 0, "g": 0.4, "supplyList":

[

13 { "supplierData": { "supplierName": "TomatoWorkers SpA",

14 "supplierId": "https://www.tomatoworkers.com" },

15 "economicProfile": { "cf": 222441, "cv": 6, "additionalData": {}

},

16 "productionProfile": { "q": 1450, "tp": 30 } } ] } ] },

17 { "level": 3, "resources": [

18 { "resource": "Tomatoes", "bom": 0, "g": 0.15, "supplyList": [

19 { "supplierData": { "supplierName": "John Doe",

20 "supplierId": "https://www.gas -supply.com/john -doe/" },

21 "economicProfile": { "cf": 2500, "cv": 0.08, "additionalData": {}

},

22 "productionProfile": { "q": 3419, "tp": 365 } },

23 { "supplierData": { "supplierName": "Jane Burns",

24 "supplierId": "https://www.tomatocorp.com/jburns" },

25 "economicProfile": { "cf": 330, "cv": 0.08, "additionalData": {}

},

26 "productionProfile": { "q": 520, "tp": 365 } } ] },

27 { "resource": "Gas", "bom": 0, "g": 0.1, "supplyList": [

28 { "supplierData": { "supplierName": "Richard Roe",

29 "supplierId": "https://www.prodtomato.com/richard -roe/" },

30 "economicProfile": { "cf": 5000, "cv": 1.33, "additionalData": {}

},

31 "productionProfile": { "q": 33, "tp": 365 } } ] },

32 { "resource": "Packaging materials", "bom": 0, "g": 0.1, "supplyList": [

33 { "supplierData": { "supplierName": "Daniel Brown",

34 "supplierId": "https://www.packageservice.com/dbrown" },

35 "economicProfile": { "cf": 1000, "cv": 20, "additionalData": {} }

,

36 "productionProfile": { "q": 183, "tp": 365 } } ] } ] } ],

37 "serviceLevel": {

38 "financialServices": [ { "name": "Financial service",

39 "uri": "https://www.somefinancialstuff.com",

40 "providerId": "aRandomBank", "invested": 120, "ratio": 0.45 } ],

41 "itServices": [ { "name": "IT service", "uri": "https://www.itservicescorp.com",

42 "providerId": "itGuy", "access": "https://www.itservicescorp.com/services/it-

service",

43 "cost": 90 } ] } }

which the default is ‘0’). String types, including URIs and
URLs, are set to empty strings if not specified otherwise.

As a visual counterpart, Fig. 15 shows the page presented
to participants to summarise the resulting configuration of
the supply chain (request) data. The summary starts with
the overall descriptors of a request and then presents a list
of supplied resources for each level in the chain. Properties
that pertain to the resource itself and the related supplies
are shown for each resource type. The first level presents
information about financial and IT services.

With each set period, the algorithm applies the strategy
for the selected sharing scheme to evaluate participants’
quotas, given the reaped incomes in that lapse of time. The
screenshot in Fig. 16 depicts the situation after computing
the income quotas for the participants (in this case, two ser-
vice providers: the financing actor and the product supplier).

5. Discussion
We discuss here the contribution of the article both

from the point of view of other blockchain-based methods
and projects aimed at automating the processes underlying
innovative business ecosystems and of the implementation
options for the presented approach to the Income Sharing.

Figure 15: A summary of a configuration for a supply chain

Figure 16: The interface showing the final sharing of proceeds

5.1. Related work
From an organizational standpoint, Income Sharing can

be seen as evolution and transposition into the real economy
of the Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), a
model widely known and discussed within the blockchain
community, with a significant case history of implementa-
tions. The brainchild of Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin,4
a DAO is an entity that lives on the Internet and exists
autonomously, relying on individuals to carry out tasks
aimed at realizing a project or providing a service and on
algorithms to coordinate them. In the spectrum of variations
spanning RS and PS, this definition fits Income Sharing,
and we could consider DAO and IS a technological case of
convergent evolution. However, unlike DAO, IS is aimed at
companies rooted in the real economy rather than subjects
in the virtual world, with all the resulting concreteness,
reflected in the procedural characteristics of supply chains,

4https://blog.ethereum.org/2014/05/06/
daos-dacs-das-and-more-an-incomplete-terminology-guide/
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focused on bringing a product or service to the market,
with participants who, once on board, have all reasons to
collaborate closely to get results as quickly and profitably
as possible. Contrast this with what happened with an early
and most ambitious DAO project, eponymously dubbed
“TheDAO” [3] and amounting to a purely virtual venture
capital fund launched on the Ethereum blockchain in April
2016, only to be disabled within a few months due to oppor-
tunistic exploitation by an unknown “attacker” of a smart
contract bug [13]. As argued in [32], lack of common goals,
as well as missing collaboration and interaction between
participants, largely explains the untimeliness in reacting
effectively to the threat posed by the DAO exploit, which
was well on its way to embezzle approximately $60M. A
legally questionable solution was found in extremis via a
hard fork of the Ethereum blockchain. Predictably, this led
to a temporary slowdown of DAO projects.

There is abundant literature, as well as a considerable
number of ongoing projects, on the use of blockchain and
distributed ledger technologies to support supply chains and
collaborative processes [14, 42, 29, 11, 9], but relatively little
efforts have been devoted to their use for business innova-
tion. Indeed, the bulk of these contributions was directed
towards using blockchains and distributed ledgers to notarise
the production steps along the supply chain to document the
quality standards and compliance with current regulations.
However, a few theoretical contributions align with our
approach, which aims for radical business innovation. To
begin with, Korpela et al. [22] takes a Transaction Cost
Economics (TCE) [10, 44] point of view to provide, based on
feedback from firms and business managers, an overview of
the perspectives opened by blockchain technology for supply
chain management. Treiblmaier [39] broadens this perspec-
tive to include Positive Agency Theory, Resource-based
View Theory, and Network Theory. Bottoni et al. extensively
discuss in [4] the correspondence between the methodolog-
ical indications deriving from TCE and the blockchain-
based IT architecture for the deployment of Revenue Sharing
illustrated therein, expanded in this article to include Profit
Sharing as well as Internet platforms such as Amazon and
its likes to the extent that they contribute to realizing the
general principle of Income Sharing. As TCE favors keeping
core competencies in the firm and externalizing all else, the
fundamental reasons for this correspondence are the ability
to easily create global supply chains that promote the core
competencies of companies and outsource all secondary
ones thanks to digital trust. Value-adding alliances get thus
enabled even between partners hitherto utterly unknown to
each other, freeing companies from the need to do busi-
ness only with their neighbors and paving the way to truly
“glocal” excellence combining the best, production-wise or
service-wise, of a given territory with the best of another
area placed at an arbitrary geographical and cultural dis-
tance. This road gets wider through the architectural expan-
sion illustrated here, which includes Internet platforms with
their abilities to outsource and optimize logistics, market-
ing, and e-commerce. Therefore, our architecture guarantees

trust in the interaction between companies and the ever more
pervasive Internet platforms, thus letting the former take
advantage of the latter without bending to their bargaining
power. Lumineau et al. [28] provide a comprehensive dis-
cussion on the possibility of using blockchain technology
for innovative forms of governance, which appear strongly
congruent with Blockchain-as-a-Service and Blockchain-
as-a-Partner as contextualized here in the various Income
Sharing options. They also point out the perspectives opened
for governance automation, which fit with our framework for
Income Sharing deployment. Morrison et al. [32] explore,
from an Agency Theory point of view, the corporate gov-
ernance implications of the DAO in its original formulation
and identify possible vulnerabilities deriving from a simplis-
tic application of algorithmic trust for its implementation.
They address these weaknesses through proposals of hierar-
chization and focus on goals that fit our architecture.

Finally, several research works, see, e.g., [8, 21, 27, 23]
provide analytical models demonstrating that RS as a supply
chain management methodology is optimally transferable to
the technologies of blockchain and smart contracts. They can
be seen as giving a formal background, albeit independently
developed, to the implementations illustrated here and in [4].
5.2. Implementation trade-offs

The prototypes for Revenue Sharing in and have been
implemented in Ethereum [4] and Hyperledger [5]. We
have extended the latter to encompass the full-fledged In-
come Sharing architecture, including Revenue Sharing and
Profit Sharing. In the implementation of Income Sharing,
the preference for a platform for private blockchains such
as Fabric over public blockchains such as Ethereum is in-
deed justifiable in terms of flexibility for the entrepreneurial
entity that provides the technology in BaaS or BaaP mode,
which is released in the provisioning of the service from
the fluctuations of the underlying cryptocurrency, as these
would directly affect the cost of transactions and thus pre-
vent the economically reliable providing of services for the
supply chain participants. Indeed, we believe that we are at
a crossroads that will define a clear separation between two
uses for business purposes of the blockchain [31]: a financial
one, widely practiced in the context of cryptocurrencies and
decentralized finance on public blockchains; another one of
an industrial type that will materialize in a new kind of
information systems, oriented to the inter-company context
and business ecosystems of which supply chains are an
instance and which will more naturally pertain to private
blockchains. The quantitative indications in this regard are in
this direction, as shown in a study documenting the greater
resilience of SCM projects based on Fabric versus those
based on Ethereum [40]. We can expect their definitive
consolidation once blockchains and distributed ledgers scale
up from traceability to profitability of supply chains- a move
our framework aims to contribute to.

Opting for private blockchain moderates the role of al-
gorithmic trust enforced in public blockchains through very
robust (albeit computationally and energetically inefficient)
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validation protocols such as Proof-of-Work [18]; yet, this
aspect may be compensated by governance mechanisms
where the various participants know each other. Privacy,
a significant concern in industrial applications of public
blockchains, can be flexibly managed at multiple levels,
starting from the permissioned nature of the participation
[43]. Nevertheless, the exchanged information accessible
to the whole consortium participating in the supply chain
could reveal strategic details of processes and decisions
to other parties. To overcome this issue, techniques that
allow data owners to determine who can access exchanged
information selectively have been proposed [30, 25, 26, 24].
Their integration with our system and the implementation
in the context of income sharing is an exciting challenge for
future endeavors.

Computational efficiency is increased by the smaller
number of nodes of private blockchains and the compu-
tationally less demanding consensus protocols that can be
applied assuming a higher level of human trust (e.g., the
Crash-Fault Tolerant protocols adopted in Fabric5). In any
case, the trust management systems guarantee, despite hav-
ing a more limited role than in public blockchains, a level of
automation and reliability that warrants, in putting business
partners together, doing away with the lengthy and expensive
preliminary checks typical of the pre-digital economy.

Furthermore, the fact that governance is not entirely
alienated in favor of an algorithmic set-up facilitates correc-
tive intervention in the face of emergencies and anomalies,
an aspect that has been decisively lacking in the case of the
DAO Exploit as pointed out by Morrison et al. [32]. This
aspect calls for studies on adopting and tuning mechanisms
capable of freezing, disabling, or compensating operations
or entire smart contracts involved in the supply chain in re-
sponse to dangerous events. This feature, combined with the
focused nature and goal-orientation of the Income Sharing
consortia, appears promising for their robust and effective
functioning and paves the path for future work. Add to this
that Fabric lends itself to the programmability of robust
systems for the prevention and mitigation of cyber-attacks
and other malicious actions based on the real-time analysis
of logs through artificial intelligence technologies, as shown
in [33], as well as of smart contracts vulnerabilities, as shown
in [34], to avoid situations of generalized "panic mode,” as
occurred in the context of the Ethereum DAO exploit, even
in the worst case scenario.

At the same time, the worlds of public and private
blockchains, if they end up technologically distancing them-
selves, will still be able to communicate as needed: think of
the case of a tender with a public administration in which
the successful bidder is the originator of a chain coordi-
nated through Income Sharing, which in turn must publicly
announce milestones and achievements of the contractual
execution. In this case, while the distribution of income can
be managed internally to the supply chain through a private

5https://www.hyperledger.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/
Hyperledger_Arch_WG_Paper_1_Consensus.pdf

blockchain, the announcements required by contractual/reg-
ulatory obligation must be made publicly. Thus, private and
public blockchains must be integrated, and the Hyperledger
ecosystem provides the Besu and Burrow frameworks that
can be directly integrated with Ethereum [43]. Fabric itself
is amenable, albeit not so automatically, but without restric-
tions concerning the public blockchain to be combined with
(as illustrated in [7] regarding integration between Fabric
and the Stellar public blockchain).

Other relatively minor points concern some specific
choices for software developments that differentiate Fabric
and Ethereum. Ethereum provides its contract-oriented pro-
gramming language, Solidity, executable on the Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM). This set-up works effectively for
developing DeFi applications but does not appear as well-
suited for the large scale developments required by industrial
environments. By contrast, Fabric supports a large variety of
widely used languages, including Java and JS, in addition to
the more recent Go. It can be deployed through much more
widespread deployment set-ups such NPM, Node, Go, and
Docker, all widely proven for industrial applications.

A further limiting factor is that Solidity’s relatively small
memory stack is dedicated to declarable variables. For IS
algorithms that involve a large number of parameters, this
makes it necessary to distribute the arguments over several
functions that need to call each other, with consequent
unnecessary complications in the structure of the code.
Yet another problematic aspect is that numeric variables in
decimal format are poorly supported, which is no help for
calculating income shares, where operations with decimal
numbers are the order of the day.

6. Conclusions and future work
We presented an architecture for virtual consortium or-

ganizations, but with members corresponding to companies
rooted in the real economy, based on the general principle of
Income Sharing among participants in a supply chain. We
have illustrated how it can be implemented on a blockchain
or distributed ledger infrastructure to guarantee its optimal-
ity and reliability through smart contracts. We have shown
how this architecture makes available a comprehensive menu
of optimized executions of supply chains attributable to
different Income Sharing options in a spectrum of choices
ranging from Revenue Sharing to Profit Sharing. We have
included in the scenario the role played by service providers
such as Amazon and other Amazon-like Internet platforms,
whose part is ever more relevant in the global economy. To
this end, we formally modeled the role of the blockchain
platform itself as an entrepreneurial entity in the supply
chain, in the alternative roles of Blockchain-as-a-Service
and Blockchain-as-a-Partner, depending on which Income
Sharing veers towards Revenue Sharing or Profit Sharing.
We have also indicated the relationship between this ar-
chitecture and the well-known Decentralized Autonomous
Organization (DAO), whose primary vision it strengthens
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regarding economic concreteness and computational feasi-
bility. This architecture was implemented in Fabric, the most
successful platform for private and consortium-distributed
ledgers, developed within the Hyperledger ecosystem. We
have indicated that this choice is the most appropriate for the
entrepreneurial role played by the blockchain platform in this
context. It also brings advantages in privacy management
and implementation efficiency.

While we have tested both the algorithms and the ar-
chitecture implemented on real data from an agri-food sup-
ply chain obtained in the context of the LEMURE project
funded by the Italian Ministry of University and Research
(MUR), we have not yet actually deployed a prototype tested
in full operation. This is the future goal of the ongoing
research pursued through the WEBEST project, also funded
by MUR. In this context, efficiency tests of the Income
Sharing implementation will also be performed according
to various parameters, such as the size and depth of the
supply chain. Also, the integration of mechanisms to recover
from, or freeze in, statuses of compromised executions and
attacks constitutes an interesting avenue for future research.
Finally, we aim to design and implement techniques that let
data be accessible by the sole partners that are interested
in the exchanged information, to avoid leakage of strategic
knowledge from other parties.
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